The Littlewood-Richardson rule is a combinatorial procedure for computing the multiplicities of irreducible characters of the symmetric group in the decomposition of certain reducible characters. Proofs of this rule usually rely on an algebraically equivalent formulation in terms of Schur functions. This paper presents a proof of the rule based totally on the characters. It uses the Mumaghan-Nakayama formula as the combinatorial description of the relevant characters of the symmetric group. The proof introduces a new kind of tableau, called a hybrid tableau, which displays both column-strict and rim-hook behavior. The proof makes extensive use, including recursive use, of the involution principle of Garsia and Mime.
Introduction
In an algebraic context, the gives the multiplicities of the irreducible characters of the symmetric group S, in the decomposition of a special kind of reducible character called a skew-character [4] . However, the rule is usually proved by passing to a class of combinatorial objects called column-strict tableaux via a kind of symmetric function called the Schur function [4, 8, 9, 12, 14, 161. In this paper we will give a direct combinatorial proof of the rule in its algebraic setting. The combinatorial interpretation of the characters of S,, will be the so-called Murnaghan-Nakayama formula [4] . This formula uses a class of signed tableaux called rim-hook tableaux or border-strip tableaux. Furthermore, we shall introduce a new class of tableaux, hybrid tableaux, which contain column-strict pieces, row-strict pieces and rim-hook pieces. Specializing the rim-hook and row-strict parts to be empty gives the "typical" proof found in [4] ; specializing the column-strict and row-strict parts to be empty gives a proof based entirely upon characters.
The proof is characterized by extensive use of the involution principle of Garsia and Milne [2] . This principle describes how to glue together two involutions on a large signed set to get an involution on their fixed points. This principle arises at two different points. The first application allows us to paste together local l This work was partially supported by NSF Grants MCS : 8122034 and DMS: 8501332.
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involutions to create global involutions. The second application uses as one of its involutions that generated by a recursive application of the involution principle.
After preliminary definitions in Section 2, including the definition of hybrid tableaux, Section 3 describes the involution principle and Section 4 gives the Littlewood-Richardson rule and its relationship to tableaux and Schur functions. The proof of the rule using hybrid tableaux appears in Sections 5 and 6. The key lemma, a switching rule for hybrid tableaux, is proved in Section 6. A number of examples are worked out in Section 7 and some final comments made in Section 8.
Shapes and tableaux
A partition A of n (written A Fn) with 1 parts is a sequence of integers 3c= (I,,...,&) with 3L1~A2~-*.~A,>0 and &+&++*.+&=n. Partitions are sometimes called shapes, particularly when interpreted as successive rows of positions or cells.
Suppose A km + n and (Y t n. If the shape of cx is contained in the shape of 3L a tableau with each Sh(x) a row-strict piece. A rim-hook tableau is a tableau with each Sh(x) a rim-hook. Rim-hook tableaux are sometimes called border-strip. A column-strict tableaux is a proper column-strict tableau if its shape is a partition. If T is a tableau, then we denote by T' the conjugate tableau, i.e. the transpose of T. Note that if T is column-strict, then T' is row-strict and vice versa. Also, if T is a rim-hook tableau, then T' is too.
A column-strict tableau of shape rl and content p from the ordered alphabet (&, <) will be denoted CST*,, (&, <) . Similarly, rim-hook tableaux, row-strict and proper column-strict tableaux will be denoted RHT*,,(&, <), RST&& <) and PCSTi,,(d, <), respectively. When the alphabet and order are immaterial, these sets will be written CST*,,, RHTn,p, RSTA,, and PCSTn,p If (Y is a content on the alphabet & and < is an ordering on & with e(u) > a(b) whenever a < b, then we say (Y is a partition and part(a) may be written simply as a: For example, if I = {a, b, c} with a < b < c, and (Y = (t; i s), then the content (Y is the partition (3,3,2).
Each rim-hook LX has a sign, sgn(cu) = (-l)* Of r0ws in m-1. The sign of a rim-hook tableau P, sgn(P), is the product of the signs of the rim-hooks which make up P. For example, if P is the rim-hook tableau given by -1113 P= 33333 ' 3 then sgn(P) = (-l)( +l)(+l) = -1. By convention. the sign of a column-strict tableau P, sgn(P), is always +l, as is the sign of a row-strict tableau. A word of Zength n from the alphabet ~3 is an n-tuple of letters from d. In writing words, the commas and parentheses are omitted. The content of a word w, cant(w), is the content given by the multiplicities of the letters in the word.
The word of a column-strict tableau P, word(P), is obtained by reading the letters of P from right to left, top to bottom, For example, if . . . . . 13 P = -11234, .234 then word(P) = 3143211432 and cont(word(P)) = (: '2: ",G.
A word w of length II from the ordered alphabet &fits the shape L with n cells if there is a column-strict tableau P such that word(P) = w. A word w = wrw,. --w, of length n from the ordered alphabet (a, <) is a lattice word if, for eachx,yEd,x<y, andeachl<jGn, thenumberofy'sinwrw,..-wiissthe number of x's in wlw2 ---Wje For example, 11213221 and 11213231 are lattice words, while 11213321 is not. Note that the content of a lattice word is a partition.
Words of content p from the ordered alphabet (a, C) are denoted W,(d, <). Similarly, lattice words will be denoted LW, (& <) . The set of column-strict tableau P with the property that word(P) is a lattice word will be designated CSTLWA,,(&, <). Again, if the alphabet and order are not important, these sets will be designated W,,, LW,, and CSTLW+ Before introducing hybrid tableaux, we must extend the idea of content. In this paper, a content p on an alphabet & is a pair of maps: one, called multiplicity, from d to {0,1,2,. . .}; and the other, called type, from & to {cs, rs, rh}. Informally, the content gives the number of occurrences of each letter and agrees with the previous definition of content. But additionally it tells whether the letter will be used as a column-strict piece, a row-strict piece or a rim-hook. For example, if s4 = (a, b, c) and p is a content on &, then p = (*JTrs 4-bcr 4--Erh) means that a has multiplicity 2 and is a row-strict piece, b has multiplicity 4 and is a column-strict piece, and c has multiplicity 4 and is a rim-hook.
A hybrid tableau of shape A and content p from the ordered alphabet (&, <) is a tableau where Sh(x) is a column-strict piece if the type of x is cs, Sh(n) is a row-strict piece if the type of x is rs, and Sh(x) is a rim-hook if the type of x is rh. Note that column-strict tableaux, row-strict tableaux and rim-hook tableaux are just special cases of hybrid tableaux. An example of a hybrid tableau with A = (5, 5, 4, 1)/(2, 2, l), (d, <) given by & = {a, 6, c}, a <b CC, and p given in the previous paragraph is
The sign of a hybrid tableau P, sgn(P), is the product of the signs of the rim-hooks in P. Thus the sign of the above tableau is +l. Hybrid tableaux of shape J. and content p on the signed alphabet (a, <) will be denoted I-IT~,,(.&!, <); if the alphabet and order are not important, then HT*,, will be used.
Signed sets, signed bijections and the involution principle
The involution principle of Garsia and Milne [2] is a method of combining two large involutions into a smaller one. A set A is a signed set if there is a partition of A into two subsets, A+ and A-. An unsigned set A may be considered signed by letting A+ = A and A-= 8. An involution q on a signed set A is called sign-reversing if, for all a E A such that q(a) #a, a E A+ if and only if q(a) E A-. The fixed-point set of a sign-reversing involution q is FP(q) = {a E A ( q(a) = a}. This set may be partitioned into FP+(q) = FP(q) fl A+ and FP-( v) = FP(q) fl 
end.
The requirement that the fixed-point sets of 3 and Q, are non-intersecting can be eliminated, but the version stated above is all that is necessary for this paper.
Let A and B be two disjoint signed sets. A signed bijection rp between A and B is a sign-reversing involution with no fixed points on A U B where (A U B)+ = A+UB-and (AUB)-=A-UB+. Thus, if cp and q are two sign-reversing involutions as in Theorem 1, the t constructed there is a signed bijection between FP((p) and FP(q). It is clear that a bijection between two unsigned sets may be considered a signed bijection. It is also clear that if there is a signed bijection between the signed sets A and B, then IA+1 -IA-( = IB+I -IB-1. This motivates the definition llAll= (A+( -IA-(. For an unsigned set, IlAll = IAl. All of the tableau examples above are signed sets, where A+ denotes tableaux P with sgn(P) = +l and A-denotes tableaux P with sgn(P) = -1.
The number of column-strict tableaux is written I(CST*,,(&, <)I1 = KA,,. That these numbers are independent of the order < will be shown in Section 5. When A is a partition, these numbers are called Kostka numbers. For rim-hook tableaux, IIRHT&&, <)I1 = xi. These numbers are also independent of order. The Mumaghan-Nakayama formula says that they are characters in S,; when A is a partition, they are the irreducible characters. In this paper, we shall write IP-K.,(4 <III = f-L Again, these numbers are independent of order.
In this paper, two versions of the involution principle will be used. These versions are the following corollaries.
Corollary 2. Zf there is a signed bijection between A and B and a signed bijection between B and C, then there is a signed bijection between A and C.
Proof. Let Q, be the signed bijection between A and B and IJJ the signed bijection between B and C. Define X=A U B U C, with X+ = A+ U B-U C+ and X-= A-U B+ U C-. Extend rp to X by letting it fix elements in C. Similarly, extend I/J to X by letting it fix A. Then these are the involutions required by Theorem 1; since the tied-point sets are A and C, Theorem 1 gives a signed bijection between A and C. 0 Proof. Let Q, be the signed bijection on A and B and let 'I' be the signed bijection on Al and B1. Now extend W to A U B by letting it fix A -Al and B -B1. Since the fixed-point set of Q, will be empty, Theorem 1 gives the desired signed bijection. 0
Schur functions and the Littlewood-Richardson rule
Schur functions arise i" the study of the symmetric group and symmetric functions [B] . While the main result of this paper could be developed without them, they can be used to place these results in a larger context.
One more definition will be required. If w E W,(Ja, <), let Comm(w) denote the equivalence class of words obtained by letting the letters of w commute. Such a class will be considered a monomial in the indeterminates d. Then the Schur function s,, is given by s* = 2 Comm(w).
w fits 1
The fact that the K*,, are independent of the order makes the sA symmetric functions in the variables &. It is well-known that the sl, A. a partition of n, forms (1)
The following identities make up the so-called Littlewood-Richardson rule.
Atm+n H %B.P = c gA,*,SHA,p*
Atm+n 3 The shape a$ is the skew shape obtained by placing (Y and B NE-SW of one another and disjoint from one another. For example, if (Y = (3, 3, 1) and /3 = (2, l), then a;6 is the skew shape (5,5,3,2,1)/(2,2,2). The equivalence of formulas (2)-(7) may be proved algebraically in several ways (e.g. see [4] or [8] ). For example, (4) is obtained from (2) by equating coefficients in the expansion by monomials.
Formulas (8) and (9) are new, but again arise by equating coefficients in (2) and (3) in the appropriate bases. Thus, proving one of these formulas proves them all. Most proofs concentrate on (4) or (5). Because of the symmetry in (3) and (5), gA.a,/3 =gA,fJ.aThus, the dual definition
is frequently used. See [4, 8, 9, 12, 14, 161 for typical proofs.
In this paper we give a proof of (8), thereby proving (2), (4) and (6) combinatorially all at once.
A proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule
The proof of formula (8), which appears in this section, is modeled upon a proof of (4) found in [4] . Central to that proof is a "switching rule" for column-strict tableaux. To understand the mechanism of that proof, and to build up the tools for a proof of (8), we describe the switching rule for column-strict tableaux and we give such rules for rim-hook and hybrid tableaux.
Suppose & is an alphabet with order <+ where b covers a, that is, a <+ b and there is no c E & such that a <+ c <+ b. Let <-denote this same ordering, except that the order of a and b reversed.
There is a well-known "switching rule" for column-strict tableaux. It is described in [6] and is equivalent to the ieu de faquin of Schiitzenberger [12] . It can be stated as follows.
Lemma 4.
There is a bijection between column-strict tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (~4, <') and column-strict tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (~4, <-).
That is, there is a bijection between CSTk,,(.$ <') and CSTA,,(&, <-).
More recently, a switching rule was discovered for rim-hook tableaux [13].
Lemma 5. There is a signed bijection between rim-hook tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (a, <') and rim-hook tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (~4, <-), that is, a signed bijection between mA,,(& <') and R~A,,(J~ <-).
A key ingredient of the results of this paper is the existence of a switching rule for hybrid tableaux. The proof of this lemma is somewhat technical, requiring consideration of several cases. Its proof is postponed until Section 6. Lemma 6. There ti a signed bijection between hybrid tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (~4, <') and hybrid tableaux of shape A, content p, on the ordered alphabet (~4, <-), that is, between HT,,,(Ja, <') and HTA,,(sB, <-).
Since any permutation is the product of adjacent transpositions, the following three theorems are the consequences of Lemmas 4-6. Suppose (a, $) is an ordered alphabet and (d, c2) is another ordered alphabet using the same letters, but in a different order. Theorem 8 justifies the definition xi = IJRI-IT~J. As was stated earlier, the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula [4] states that the xk are characters in the symmetric group. When 3c is a partition, they are the irreducible characters at the conjugate class p. When )3 is a skew shape, they are skew characters of S,.
Theorem 9. There is a signed bijection between HT,,,(.$ cl) and HT&&Z, $).
Proof. In this case, Lemma 6 is used; both bijections and signed bijections may occur. They are composed as in Corollary 2. Cl Theorem 9 subsumes Theorems 7 and 8: when each component of p is a column-strict piece, it gives Theorem 7; when each component is a rim-hook, it gives Theorem 8. Theorem 9 justifies the definition HA,p = ]]HT*J.
Special cases of Theorems 7-9 that are of concern in this paper involve two ordered alphabets, (a, <,J and (53, co) with distinct letters. We construct two orderings on d U 93 which retain the orders co and co within ~3 and $3: one where all the letters of & are less than all the letters of 53; the other where all the letters of W are less than all the letters of ~4. Suppose r and A are partitions, r < Iz. Then, using Theorems 7-9 on these new ordered alphabets, one can prove these three theorems. Note. In all three theorems we are assuming some fixed order in which the adjacent switches convert co to co. However, this order is actually irrelevantdifferent orders will give the same bijection. This follows from the fact that Young's lattice on a rectangle is a distributive lattice. Equation (4) is a consequence. It would seem natural, then, that in order to give a proof of the LittlewoodRichardson rule based on rim-hook tableaux (Equation (6) or hybrid tableaux (Equation (8)), one might try to prove something like Theorem 13 for rim-hook tableaux or hybrid tableaux. However, the switching rules in [13] or Lemma 6 of this paper do not have the right property. In fact, simple examples show that no lattice word preserving switching rule can exist for rim-hook tableaux.
The device which overcomes this obstacle is another application of the Garsia-Milne involution principle. Theorems 11 and 12 describe signed bijections between two signed sets, A and B. We would like to find a signed bijection between subsets of each of them, say A, and B,. Recalling Corollary 3, we describe a signed bijection between the complements of these subsets, A; = A -Al and BE = B -B1. This, together with Theorems 11 and 12, will yield a signed bijection between Al and Bl. The construction of this second involution is a recursive application of the theorem itself.
The key tool we shall use which pushes this method through is the RobinsonSchensted correspondence [lo, 111. This correspondence has been described many times elsewhere [5], so we shall only state the result and two of its properties.
Theorem 16 (Robinson-Schensted correspondence).
There is a bijection between words w of content p from the ordered alphabet (Se, < ) and pairs (P, @) where P E PC!%,&% 9 f or some partition a; and W is a lattice word on some ordered alphabet, cant(@) = (Y. That is, there is a bijection between W,(&, <) and lJ PCST,@, <) x LW,. n It should be remarked that there are two methods of constructing this bijection, usually designated "row-insertion" and "column-insertion". In this paper, we shall assume "column insertion" is used.
If w E W,(&, <), we write SP(w) and Sl( w) to denote the corresponding tableau and lattice word. If (P, *I) E PCST,,,(.$ <) x LW,, then denote the corresponding word by Sw(P, KJ).
The lattice word ti is frequently represented in the literature as another tableau of the same shape as P.
If ( The second property is not trivial. In fact, using column-strict tableaux, it can be used to give a proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule fairly quickly, This theorem is proved in [16] . A shorter proof may be found in [3] . We can now prove the main theorem. Suppose t and 3c are partitions, r < il, and (Y is a content which is a partition. Let P be a hybrid tableau, p E HT,,(s4, <'), where d, <+, and <-are as described at the start of Section 4. Thus, <+ and C-represent the same order on d except that a <+ b and b <-a.
We describe how to construct q(P) E
HT,,(d, <-).
When Sh(a) and Sh(b) are both column-strict pieces, the switching rule described in [6] and used in Lemma 4 may be used. When Sh(a) and Sh(b) are both row-strict pieces, the same switching rule may be applied to conjugate shapes. When Sh(a) and Sh(b) are both rim-hooks, the switching rule described in [13] and used in Lemma 5 may be used. None of these switching rules affects the tableau outside of the cells containing the adjacent parts.
Thus, let us concentrate on when the two adjacent parts are of different types. Suppose one part is a rim-hook and the other is a column-strict piece. Again, the rest of the tableau will be unaffected. Assume, in fact, that T consists entirely of these two parts. Let p = (U!cs "--brh), & = {a, b}, with a <+ 6 and b <-a. Suppose (Y is a shape. Thus, we may assume 5 contains both a's and b's (keeping in mind that the b's form a rim-hook and the a's a column-strict piece). Note that certain of the a's will occur along a NW-SE diagonal with b's. Call such pairs diagonal pairs. Let top denote the cells in the first row of h which are not in a diagonal pair. Let bottom denote the cells in the last row of ii which are not in a diagonal pair. Let m be the number of a's in & not in diagonal pairs. We make two observations about the distribution of the m a's between top and bottom.
1. These m u's must lie in top U bottom, and if some lie in top and some in bottom, one of these (top or bottom) must contain entirely a's.
2. The diagonal pairs are irrelevant. That is, in each such pair, there must be one a and one b. The order will be dictated by what happens to the m a's in top U bottom.
There are five cases to consider. In each case, a pair of tableaux will be constructed. One will be T, the other, q(T). In Cases l-3, the a's and b's will exchange order, but the sign of the rim-hook of b's will stay unchanged. In Cases 4-5, the order of the a's and b's will remain the same, but the signs of the rim-hooks will be reversed. These cases are illustrated with five examples below. Let r denote the number of rows in 8. Case 4. lbottoml =~rn < Itopl. Either m u's are put into top, so that b <-a; or lbottoml u's are placed into bottom and the remaining m -lbottoml are put into top, so-that again b <-a. In the former case, b's appear in all rows, so the sign is (-l)'-l.
In the latter case, no b's appear in the last row, so the sign is (-1ym2. 
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Lemma 6 now follows from the remarks at the beginning of this section. Now suppose one part of T is a row-strict piece and the other part is a rim-hook. Let p = (UII_ "jrh), & = {a, b}, with a <+ b and b <-a. Suppose (Y is a shape.
Lemma 24. There is a signed bijection between HT,,(J&?, <') and HT,JA, <-).
Proof. The bijection we seek is T + q(T')'. This is because sgn(T') = (-l)"'sgn(T). 0
Finally, suppose T has a column-strict piece and a row-strict piece. Let In constructing q(T), only the connected components of (Y which contain both a's and b's need to be considered. All else in Twill remain unchanged. Let ii denote one of these components. Note that & must be a rim-hook. Let us consider the first of these pairs in greater detail. We start with a tableau in X,. Write below it the tableau constructed using the signed bijection in Theorem 12. If this tableau is also in X, or YB, we are done; if not, the construction of a new tableau with a "larger" LY is indicated in the column to the right. Thus, we label each column of tableaux with an CY. The RobinsonSchensted tableau is written in between. For each tableau, we give the y or /I. In our second example, let us consider the bijection in Theorem 12 in more detail. Let us take )3 = (4, 4, 2, 1, l), z = 8, p = (3-Orb *_b,,,) and cx = (3, 2, 2).
Finally, let llla 22aa (P,Q)= +33 .
b b
Note that Q is a rim-hook tableau. We now describe the sequence of applications of Lemma 23 used to construct the tableaux pair corresponding to (P, Q). We will successively switch the following pairs of letters: (3, a), (3, b), (2, a), (2, b), (1, a), (1, b). When sign-reversals take place, the order in which we perform these switches reverses. In the figure below, moving down a column corresponds to making an element of {a, b} less than an element of {1,2,3} and moving to the next column corresponds to a sign-reversal. Each move has been labeled with the two letters being switched and with the case of Lemma 23 being used, if applicable. Asamorecomplicatedexample, let A = (f&5,5,3), r=!% P = (3 arh 4bcs 3 -Cr,, *_dcs), and (Y = (3, 2, 2). Then these tableaux are paired:
This identification required 63 recursive applications of Theorem 20 with the recursions nested as deep as five. Lemma 6 was used 1261 times, with 251 of them resulting in a sign-reversal.
Remarks
The proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule given above proves Eqs. (2), (4), (6) and (8). Equations (3), (5), (7) and (9) can be obtained using a straightforward bijection.
Several proofs of the Littlewood-Richardson rule rely on the dual definition of the gA,a;B (equation (11)). Using the above construction, one can show that gl,a;B = gA,B,n* However, it would be interesting to extend one of these dual proofs to hybrid tableaux. Central to these proofs would be an analog of word(P) when P is hybrid.
The versions of the proof given here for column-strict tableaux and for row-strict tableaux may be combined to give a combinatorial proof that gl,a,B = gP,m.,B., where (Y' denotes the conjugate of the shape (Y. Hybrid tableaux with just row-strict pieces and column-strict pieces are related to the "hook tableaux" of Berele and Regev [l] .
Whenever there is a switching rule, there must be a Robinson-Schensted correspondence.
This is indeed the case with hybrid tableaux. In fact, pairs of hybrid tableaux with the same shape and different content (in the general sense) correspond to a certain kind of generalized integral matrix. When both tableaux are column-strict tableaux, the general version of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence found in [6] results. When both tableaux are rim-hook, the Robinson-Schensted correspondence found in [15] results. When one tableau is rim-hook and the other is column-strict, one gets a combinatorial proof of rlP,P = c KA,,x;, where qr,p is the identity character of the Young subgroup S, induced to S, evaluated at the conjugate class p [4] . Details of this construction will be worked out in a further paper.
Many identities involving Kostka numbers appear to have duals which involve irreducible characters of S,. Thus, combinatorial identities on column-strict tableaux have analogs on signed rim-hook tableaux. This phenomenon arises from expanding the Schur function in the monomial basis or in the power sum basis. It appears that hybrid tableaux and their constructions unify, to some extent, these two points of view.
